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While fallen angels are not a new phenomenon, the sheer 
quantity of downgrades (both in number and dollars) has 
been significant in recent times - as shown below. The  
record dollar amount of fallen angels occurred in 2009, 
closely followed by 2015, at US$145 billion and $143 billion 
respectively. The first quarter of 2016 alone has seen 
approximately US$140 billion already, with 20 of the 26  
new US fallen angels downgraded in Q1 coming from within 
the Energy and Metals and Mining sectors.  

Looking forward, the potential for further downgrades will 
largely depend on commodity prices. Several managers that 
Frontier met with in the US anticipate further downgrades, 
although the vast majority believe that the quantum of 
downgrades will taper off from here. 

Source: JPMorgan 
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There are several reasons for this: 

• By the time most fallen angels have entered the high  
yield space, the ‘bad news’ regarding the company has 
been priced in (often overly so due to forced selling by 
investment grade managers). Similarly, many benchmark 
aware high yield managers (and ETFs) are forced to start 
buying fallen angels in order for them to continue to track 
their respective benchmark, and this provides some level of 
price support in many cases; 

• The vast majority of fallen angels are actually high quality, 
true investment grade issuers that are suffering due to 
relatively short term, external forces (i.e. their balance 
sheets are not structurally ‘broken’). As a result, their 
performance is often less volatile and they generally settle 
in the upper rating tiers of the high yield universe; and 

• Related to the above, company management often have 
greater flexibility than other high yield issuers to effect 
change to improve company balance sheets. Many fallen 
angels eventually migrate back into the investment grade 
universe as a result. 

In Frontier’s view, benchmark agnostic high yield managers 
are best placed to capitalise on fallen angels. This is because 
they are able to be more selective in terms of which fallen 
angels to target and (for example) specifically target those 
companies with lower leverage and/or strong asset coverage, 
which helps to mitigate risks in the event of an extended 
period of low oil / commodity prices. Within the benchmark 
agnostic manager universe, those with an investment grade 
and high yield capability are arguably at an advantage, as it 
allows them to identify these companies in the early stages, as 
fundamentals start to deteriorate. This happens most 
effectively through communication between the investment 
grade and high yield teams, who can share thoughts on 
company management, capital structures, ability to raise 
capital etc. and allow the high yield team to move quickly if 
required.  

Source: JPMorgan 

Firstly, fallen angels have resulted in a notable increase in  
the composition of the BB segment of the high yield  
universe. Many managers will therefore argue that, at  
least temporarily, the quality of the high yield market  
has increased. 

Most managers agree (regardless of whether they have a 
high yield capability) – that fallen angels present a material 
investment opportunity for sub-investment grade managers. 
This is because historically, fallen angels have outperformed 
the broader high yield market, as shown below. 

US high yield master II index (cum. total return) US fallen angel high yield index (cum. total return) 



 

 

 

While the number of bonds being held by bank 
dealers has collapsed, the size of the high yield 
market has grown substantially over the same 
period. This implies that the amount of investor 
capital targeting the high yield market has 
increased. In isolation, this is not necessarily a 
bad thing, and is an example of markets finding 
a new equilibrium in response to regulations.  

However, what makes the high yield sector 
somewhat unique is the increasing proportion 
(and high absolute representation) of mutual 
funds and ETFs within the investor base.  
Many of these funds offer daily liquidity  
and are therefore susceptible to trading of 
bonds on sentiment, momentum and / or 
ratings changes.  

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York 

Source: Barclays, KKR  
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Indiscriminate buying and selling by mutual funds in  
response to changes in sentiment has not only contributed  
to high yield market volatility, but also a reduction in 
liquidity. Many managers that Frontier met with in the US 
observed various implications of this, including: 

• Within the energy space, many noted difficulties in 
aggregating positions in late 2015 (one opportunistic  
credit manager for example wanted to accumulate a 14% 
position in energy but could only get to 10% “without 
buying rubbish” given the lack of liquidity). These 
managers also observed reduced liquidity in early 2016, 
where the ability to transact on energy securities at 
anywhere near the quoted prices was restricted by the 
lack of buyers or sellers to trade with. 

• More broadly, low liquidity is apparent in price gapping 
and diminished trading volumes, which creates difficulties 
in buying some positions. Extremely volatile price action 
has also occurred off the back of little to no real news.  

• Less trading activity and therefore less price discovery  
is also leading firms to bidding “made up” prices to  
buy debt cheaply (e.g. bidding $0.40 when fair price  
is more like $0.65). 

We also note that there is the potential for regulatory 
changes as a result of concerns around liquidity (and on  
the back of the Third Avenue lock-up in late 2015). While 
these regulatory changes have not yet been finalised, 
managers believe the SEC is concerned about three areas: 
trading during exceptionally volatile periods; liquidity  
and redemption issues with some ETFs; and highly  
leveraged ETFs. 

The implications of this reduced liquidity and heightened 
volatility will vary depending on the manager and strategy, 
however several managers are in the process of reviewing 
their capacity constraints on the basis of reduced ability to 
implement positions, and some have already amended what 
they consider to be a reasonable restriction in terms of % 
that they can hold of a given bond (given the reduced ability 
to sell large pieces if necessary).  



 

 


